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New Mexico Convict Who Is President Will Get Tariff Lone Highwayman Relieves Assertion by Mexican Agi- - Progressive Is After All No- - District Court Decided Test
Also Badly Wanted in
tator Before Committee
mmated for Governor in
Board, and New Mexico
Case in Favor of Terri- Unwilling Passengers of
Statehood
Cash and Jewelry
of the House
South Dakota
State of Kansas
torial Auditor
i

i

HUM'S

MORE LIEU LANE SELECTIONS

CURRY

Mutual Building and Loan
sociation of Santa Fe Is
Incorporated.

Hope Again Springs Up for the Has Made His EscapeThe Claims That Forty Thousand Charged With Fraud and Will Leave Tomorrow With
Two Waiting
Territorial Mounted Police
Case MaY Be Carried to
Have Bean Killed for Poli- Officials for Rio Arriba
Territories.
Are Investigating.
Court.
tical Reasons.
County.

As- -

Mills today honored the
requisition of Governor Stubbs of
Kansas, for J. S. Hale, a convict at
tne territorial
penitentiary, whose
.
wuu
sentence nas aoouij. expueu aim,i ...l
is wanted in Kansas tor violating nis
parole and leaving the state. He had
been serving an indeterminate sen- tence of one to seven years for !ar-- j
from a passenger coach.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed to day in the office of Territorial Sec-retary Jaffa by the Mutual Building
and Loan Association of Santa Fe
whose charter had expired by time
limitation. The capitalization is $200,-00- 0
divided into 1,000 shares. The incorporators are: F. P. Sturges 9
shares; J. G. Schumann 20 shares; R.
H. Hanna 10 shares; Frank Owen 7
shares; John C. McConvery 7 shares;
H. Kerr, 10 shares; R. J. Crich-ie- d
ton 15 shares; F. C. Wilson 10 shares;
S. G. Cartwright 5 shares, these being
directors, and Jacob Weltmer 5
shares; E. L. Wheeler, 4 shares, R.
W. Barry 15 shares, J. A. Wood 10

REACHES

f

WASHINGTON

Washington, June 10. The insurgent Senators practically reached an
agreement today to support the
Mouse provision in the sundry civil
bill making an appropriation for the

Governor

Mciisea m it icuui uuaru.
Get Together on Statehood,
Special to the New Mexican,
Washington, June 10. The state-cenhood bill is sure of passage and there
will be a compromise between the pro- v'sions of the Senate and House bill,
Curry and Ira O. Wet- more have joined the stathood boom
ers here.
House Passes Postal Savings Bill.
Washington, June 10. By the overwhelming majority of 195 to 101, the
House last night passed the postal
savings bank bill as recently agreed
ul)0n by the Republican caucus of the
House. Xot a single Republican vot-against the measure on the final
the
roll call. Prior to this action,
House by 113 to 196 rejected the Dem-th- e
ocratic substitute for the bill proposed
by the majority.

j
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j MODERATOR OF PRESBYTERIAN
ASSEMBLY IS DEAD.
Mounted Police After Train Robber.
Mounted Policeman W. E. Dudley
arrived at Carrizozo this morning Was One of the Most Widely Known
from Alamogordo and started in pur-- !
Clergymen of His Denom- ination.
suit of the train robber who robbed '
the passengers on the El Paso &
Philadelphia, June 10. Rev. Chas.
Southwestern passenger train No. i
'A. Dickey, one of the best known
last night.
j
Presbyterian clergymen of the United
Notary Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed H.1 States, former moderator general of
B. Holt of Las Cruces a notary pub- -' the assembly died today after a long

shares.

i

illness.

lie.

Territorial Board of Education.
The territorial
of education
met this afternoon at 2 o'clock in
the office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction J. E. Clark at the capitol.

i

BOY KILLED NEAR DEXTER
BY FALL FROM HORSE.
j

'
Roswell, N. M., June 10. When
was riding
Claude Duke, 14 years-oldnear Dexter, sixteen miles south of
here his pony stepped into a prairie
dog hole, fell on the boy, crushing his
skull and killing him. The body was
brought- - here and his parents, who
live at Elida, Roosevelt county, have
been notified.

i

Lieu Land Selections Approved.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
was notified today that Secretary of
the Interior Ballinger has approved
31,588.69 acres of territorial lieu land

,

.

indemnity selections between Cutter
and Engle, in Sierra county, Las Cru- ces land office district.

RIFLED TOURIST

PEOPLE TELLS

CAR

Special to tin1 New Mexican.
Santa Rosa, N. M., June 10 A bold
holdup occurred last night on the east
bound El Paso and Southwestern
train No. 2, between Carrizozo and
Robsart, seven miles east of Carrizozo,
in Lincoln county.
One man, who
boarded the train at Carrizozo entered
the tourist sleeper in the rear and
summoning all the passengers compelled them to hold up their hands
and one after the other was compelled
to hand over his valuables. In all the
lone highwayman secured more tlhan
$300 in cash and considerable jewelry,
including two valuable rings.
$2,500 Reward Offered.
The El Paso and Southwestern
Railway Company has offered $2,500
reward fo rthe arrest and conviction
of the robber.
Passengers Left Destitute.
E! Paso, Texas, June 10. Shortly
before
last night, east
midnight
bound passenger train number 2 of
the El Paso & Southwestern railroad
was held up by a lone bandit who
herded the occupants of a sleeping
car into the private car of Superintendent G. F. Hawks, in the rear of
the train and compelled them to deposit money and valuables in a heap.
He swept the plunder into a bag and
then jumped from the train. After
shooting out the rear lights he made
his escape across the desert towards
the mountains. The hold up occurred
a mile east of Robesart near CarriThe territorial
zozo, Lincoln county.
mounted police and hastily organized
posses are in pursuit of the daring
robber. The occupants of the sleeper
were left destitute and are being
cared for by the railroad company.
Loss Refunded io Passengers.
El Paso, Texas, June 10. Two hun-dreand seventeen dollars cash, a
diamond ring and several other trinkets, were the reward of a
daring, lone robber who shortly after
pasmidnight held up the north-bounsenger train on the El Paso and Southwestern near Robsart, Lincoln county.
The railroad today refunded to the
robber passengers the money taken
from them and offered a reward of
for the capture of the robber. A
posse left Carrizozo this morning on
the trail of the robber which led across
the plains towards the San Andreas

TALE

OF

ESPIONAGE

Washington,, June 10. A tale of
forced flight from Mexico and the alleged persecution by American and
Mexican officers in this country was
related to the rules committee of the
House today by L. Dclara, a political
refugee. After recounting his experiences in Los Angeles, where he said
he was arrested with five others on
"trumped up" 'charges at the instance
of the Mexican government and served more than a hundred days in jail,
De Lara exclaimed: "I have been in
jail five times sin?e I came to the
United States and have been subjected to the third degree at the hands
of officers.
have been thrown into
a dungeon and kept for days with
nothing to eat but rotten potatoes
and neither my attorneys nor friends
allowed to see me. I am liable to be
arrested again at any time and unless you gentlemen help me, they may
get me and hang me!" The committee was considering a resolution offered by Wilson, Democrat, of Pennsylvania, who asks Congress to name
an investigating committee to inquire
into the treatment of Mexican political
refugees and the alleged acceptance
of money from the Diaz government
by American customs and peace offi
cers along the border to act as secret
service agents for Mexico. De Lara
denounced President Diaz as a dirty
despot, "who had destroyed free
speech, free press and the right of
ballot in tfhat country. More than
persons have met a violent death
for political reasons since Diaz took
the reins of government in Mexico,"
He related incidents
said De Lara.
tending to support the charge that the
government of Mexico is using a
1

40,-00-

sys-teiv--

esiionage in the Unitad States-ovepolitical refugees. De Lara said
there were orders in Mexico to shoot
him because of his political activity.
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IS PLEASED.

the Way

Al Kaufman Went
Him, Hammer and
Tongs.

Escaped Convict Caught.
According to advices received here, CALIFORNIA GETTING
Antonio Love, 23 years old, a burglar
USED TO EARTHQUAKES.
San Francisco June 10. Jack Johnwho made an ingenious escape from
June 10. A
son is in good humor today. He has
San
Calif.,
Jose,
Santa
at
territorial
the
penitentiary
a sparring partner worthy of his
but somewhat prolonged earthFe, has been arrested by Special Santa gentle was felt
prowess with gloves. Al Kaufman
throughout this valley
Fe Officer Hubbell at Raton, after quake
litit
created
at
but
10.40,
last
gave the negro the fastest
yesterday
mountains.
night
the officer had fired four shots at
and most satisfactory workout he has
tle alarm.
him.
had since he began training. From
ANOTHER PROMOTION FOR
SON OF JUDGE M'FIE. the outset, Kaufman pressed Johnson
DR. DAVID JORDAN
closely, going after the negro in such
HARD ON POLITICIANS.
FE
business like manner that the chamRalph the son of Judge John R. pion found is necessary to unlimber
Will Vote for Rascal of Other Party
McFie, who acquitted himself credit- his skill to withstand Kaufman's' onin Cuba as a Rough Rider under
Rather Than for Crooked CandiJohnson's clever boxing won
KILLED ON TRACK ably
Colonel Roosevelt and who has held slaught.
date of His Own.
the plaudits of the crowd. Kaufman's
many responsible positions in the work
impressed Johnson so favorably
10
Philippines the past few years, has that he declared his intention of betIn
the
June
Pa.,
Philadelphia,
course of his speech to the graduat- - He Was Thrown
Under been advanced another notch, to a ting $2,500 on Kaufman against Sam
position paying a handsome salary Langford in their coming fight.
Dr.
Swarthmore
class
of
College,
ing
in
Train
and
d
giving him supervision of a cleriAlbuquerque
David Starr Jordan, president of
Jeffries Will Take it Easy.
of 76 men at Manila. Says
force
cal
devoted
Yards
Railroad
Ben Lomond, June 10. From hints
Stanford, Jr., university,
the Manila Cable News American:
part of his address to politics. Dr.
by the camp trainers it is un"The position of clerk of the court dropped
Jordan said:
derstood that Jeffries will loaf during
FI1 of land registration, left vacant by the the last week before the battle with
"Some years ago when Roosevelt Mf? RIMY FFARflll I Y
iiiniiukku resignation of Arthur K. Jones, who Johnson. If this reported decisioni
and I were boys he told me a story IIIWUUUI i bnui
was appointed to the service on July
of his experience with a New York
stands Jeffries has little more than
6, 1899, is to 'be filled by Ralph Mc- two weeks training before him. The
politician. This was a Democrat who. Remains Sent to This City and
Fie, secretary of the district of Davao.
was worKing Vigorously out seciet-ijpart of the work in this time
(greater
Mr McFie sails from Davao by the
Arrived on Last Night's
for the election of a Republican,
wil, be ffevoted t0 boxing in
probably
Neil MacLeod on March 28. The work which
Train.
Roosevelt was surprised at this, but
Corbett often will be his
Jim
of the Davao district secretary has
'
Jeffries regards himthe politician explained:
sparing
partner.
been a strenuous one, owing to the, self as
" 'You are a young man, Roosevelt,
for the contest right
fit
nearly
10.
N.
Jose
June
M.,
recent mutiny, labor troubles, and pa- now. He
Albuquerque,
about 220 pounds,
weighs
will
but when you are old as I you
T. Lujan, 23 years old, a resident of
ami Vic will dioL'o nfr nliniit piffht more
know there is no politics In politics.'
L.
.
,
Santa Fe, and a nephew of Pablo Lu- ary 22, Mr. McFie, Lieutenant D.
tn.wppkl, Hp
"In other words," continued Dr. Jorinwas
of
the
force,
city police
jan,
will enter the ring at about 21S.
dan, "when it is a question of putting stantly killed at 8 o'clock yesterday lary left Davao for an excursion into
one's hand in the public's purse, the morning, when he attempted to jump the Manobo country and made their
thin disguise of party partisanship is from the blind baggage of incoming way as far north as Compostela oniTHIRTY THOUSAND GAR
MENT WORKERS STKIKt.
of Santa Fe train No. 10, and was thrown the upper waters of the Agusan river,
laid off. As a good Republican
long standing, the only, straight ticket under the wheels, his body being! The party encountered great
I can vote is one with the crooked
mangled before the train! ties and marched through some very Date and Arrangements Left to Special Committee by the
names scratched off. And if by chance could be brought to a stop. The acci- rough country,
having one or two
Union.
my choice lies between crooked dent occurred at tne Trimble cross- small skirmishes with hostile hill peonames, I hive my preference to the ing, just below the city limits. While ple. On the return trip they fell short
Democrats, that my own party may be it may be possible that Lujan lost his of provisions and were reduced to a
Boston, Mass., June 1G. A general
relieved from the disgrace of his elec- balance and fell under the wheel 3, it small ration of rice to which they add- - strike of 20,000 to 30,000 cloak makers
tion."
is believed that he attempted to ed some wild tapioca found growing of New York City was authorized this
'
jump,' miscalculating the speed of the on their route; they reached Davao afternon by the lady garment workers
train. It is not known where Lujan on March 18 and brought back with 0f the International Union. The date
NEGOTIATIONS FOR TRADE
'
them some valuable information con- - and. arrangements fnr the strike were
TREATY WITH CANADA. boarded the train, but it is believed
that he got on the blind baggage at cerning this little known country in left in the hands of a special commit-i'- s
tee.
Isleta, evidently with the intention of Which the Agusan river has
Formal Action However May Be Dei source.
into Albuquerque.
riding
layed Until Late in the
At an inquest held over the body!
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH
Autumn.
by Justice of the Peace Preciliano FOREST FIRE IN SAC- COMPANY
IS INDICTED.
RAMENTO MOUNTAINS.
Gabaldon yesterday afternoon, a ver- , I
1
i
ii- Tuna 1
l :
Thu
u fanoiH. uici was rendered
a
, wiusuiu.51"", .1""
" cueti ii.il
Forty-tw- o
mai
Violations of the Federal
an government has indicated to the the man met his death by being
El Paso, Texas, June 10 An extenBucket Shoo Law Are Charged
secretary of state its desire to take up thrown from and run over by a Santa sive forest fire is ravaging Curtiss
Bv GranH iurv
as early as possible the subject of a Fe train. No responsibility was fixed canon in the Sacramento mountains,
negotiation of a trade treaty with the for the accident. Lujan s relatives in destroying much valuable timber. A
Washington, June 10. The federal
United States. Formal action may be Santa Fe have been notified of his number of saw mills and homes are grand juiry today returned an
d
until autumn because of the death and the body was shipped to threatened. There has been no rain ment against the Western Union
absence of Finance Min- - that place for burial. His , relatives for several months and a force of men graph Company charging it with forty-iste- r
Fielding and Customs Minister live on the Loma above east Palace under. Forest Ranger Anderson of the two violations of the bucket shop law
avenue.
Patterson.
Alarjo forest is fighting the flames.
of March 1, 1909.
$2,-50- 0
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A

CONTEST1 JUDGE

Sioux Falls, S. D., June 10. The
latest reports indicate that Vessey,
Progressive Republican, candidate for
governor, has been nominated, but by
a small plurality. The following totals
are indicated: Vassey, 21,970; Egan,

IS

KEPT

VERY

BUSY

m lhe district court for Santa Fe
county, Judge John R. McFie today
signed a decree of divorce hi the case
of F. R. Bothwell of this city vs.
Lydia R. Kothwell of Pittsburg, Pa.,
who refused to follow her husband to
Independent Republican, 20,001; El- - New Mexico.
In the case of William Kindernian
rod, Stalwart, 17,703.
vsAmarante Garcia in the district
Crowding Congressman Dalzeil.
Pittsburg, June 10.- With the arriv-- ' ('om' for Rio Arriba county, involv
al of Representative John Dalzeil hero! ing a contrat't for lne purchase of
today to conduct in person his defense sll('el Jud1 John R. McFie handed
of the charge of error and fraud in (Itnvn a" opinion today giving judg-thcounting of votes in last Satur- - nHnt in favor of the defendant.
primaries made by his oppon-- j denillln h:l(1 S01U out an aKent to pur-enDr. R. J. Black. the Congression- - t'1,aS1' !auibs tor future delivery. The
al Republican nomination in this dis-- j a"ent contracted to purchase a large
trict promises to take a sensational nuI,luer f lambs from Garcia and
turn and may even be taken into the promised to pay down $2r0 cash, the
courts before it is brought to a close, balaI1C0 ,0 lie l,aid on delivery. The
Arguments before the county return-- ' agent insttiad of paying $230 cash,
t
ing board began today covering the Kave Garcia $:,()- an1 a draft on
of allowing the "ballot boxes jn,'derman on a form prepared by him
sixty-fiv- e
precincts to be opened andand directed Garcia to forward the
same to a certain bank at Pueblo,
the votes recounted
Colorado. The draft was forwarded
as Garcia had been instructed but the
WELFARE OF CHILD
"
'
"
IN HOME AND SCHOOL.:"
time, refused to honor it, and re- turned it finally to Garcia witn the
Important Session of National Con- - j endorsement: "No attention." Garcia
j
gress at Denver to Consider
who had cashed this draft with
of Folks.
.ue Eldodt of Chamita was compelled
'
to reimburse Eldodt and sent back to
c
Denver, June 10. With the general Kinderman the draft and $50 cash
of the "welfare of the child in celling the contract. Kinderman sued
home, school and nation," the Nation-- j for damages in a large sum but the
al Congress of Mothers and Parent court held that when Kinderman fail-anTeachers' Associations convened ed to protect the draft and by failing
in Denver this morning for a three to pay $250 in cash or equivalent he
days' session. The real work of the ' placed it in the power of Garcia to
convention will not begin until this revoke the contract, the court
when formal greeting will ing upon numerous authorities that
be given the delegates by Governor where a draft is given as part of a
Shafroih and the general topic: "Con-jcaspayment and is dishonored, it is
servation of Children, will be taken not a cash payment and avoids the
up. Mrs. Frederick Schoff, president contract.
s
of the Congress will deliver an ad- In the case of B. F. Pankey vs.
on the "Home's Responsibility ' tiz, et al, involving a strip of grant
for the Health,
Morality and Good within or adjoining the Eaton grant in
southern Santa Fe county the de- Citizenship."
murrer to the complaint was overruled
HEIKE JURY IS OUT
'and defendants given twenty days ir
CONSIDERING VERDICT. which to answer.
In the case of Christina Haines et.
New York, June 10. The jury in a'- - vs. Foster P. Blackwell, et al., in
coun-tarthe case of Charles R. Heike, secre- - the district court for San Juan
'. involving the descent of commun-Comnanof the American Sugar Refining
property, the demurrer filed to
and others chareed
with
complaint that it failed to state
to
i,he
defraud
the
government
conspiracy
of action, was overruled, the
.cause
ti
u o,,o.a.
thic nwn
court holding that the alleged proper-tverdict.
consider
to
the
ing
involved to be community property
and that the complaint was good as
j
against the demurrer. The defend- ants were allowed twenty days after
ROOSEVELT
service of notice to file answer.
In the case of the Territory ex rel.
Thomas B. Gable, game and fish warden, vs. William G. Sargent, auditor
'of the Territory, a mandamus suit to
compel the auditing of a warrant
j
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Concludes Most Remarkable
Trip Ever Taken by Private Citizen
WORLD

PAID

aur

I

HIM

'

!g?e

b7

itiid ii.u wniucii iui luc apcciui: utu
pose of establishing a fish hatchery in

the Santa Fe canon, the decision was
in favor of the auditor
upon the
ground that there is no affirmative authority given by statute for the estabTRIBUTE lishment of fish hatcheries and no spe-

authority for the payment of
the territorial treasury.
United States Was Honored In absence of such authority the court
cr.nnot compel by mandamus the payThrough Recognition of Its
ment of territorial funds for such purFirst Citizen.
the
pose. This was a test case,
amount involved being but a few
South Hampton, June 10 Theodore cents, although there are more than
Roosevelt is homeward bound today $5,000 available in the fund and the
statute says that this act shall not
accompanied by Mrs. Roosevelt,
Ethel and Mrs. Nicholas
prevent the establishment of fish
He started on the Hamburg hatcheries. But this is merely negaAmerican liner Kaiserih Augusta Vic- tive and affirmative authority is not
toria shortly after noon. The steam- given.
er is due at quarantine on the night of
In the case of the Territory on beJune 17, but the former president will half of the Taos County Bank vs. Atnot land in New York until the fol- torney W. M. Mills of Springer, suit
lowing morning.
on bond, a demurrer was filed to the
A Remarkable
Trip.
amended answer which set up the re- Southhampton, June 10 When the iease 0f the defendant of liability from
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria turned her the bond as surety because that more
prow westward this afternoon, Mr. than $10,000 had been deposited in
Roosevelt found himself on the final the bank and the surety was limited
lap of what in many respects has been to that amount. More than the pen- the most remarkable trip ever accom- - alty being deposited, Attorney Mi'.ls
plished by a private citizen. His argued that the sureties were
trip in Africa, his series of ' ed. The demurrer challenged this
in Egypt and Europe and his svi er and Judge John R. McFie today
controversy with the Vatican have ex-- ! st::tained the demurrer, giving twenty
cited the liveliest interest throughout days in which to amend the answer,
the world. A program of entertain- - Attorney A. B. Renehan this
has been carried out in his noon filed in the district court for
honor such as perhaps never before Taos county a suit by Edith S. Manby
had been arranged for one who has vs. Arthur R. Manby, the Taos Valley
retired to private life. His final day Land Company and the Taos Land
on which
in England was one of seclusion and Company on a note for $2,000
'
rest. He was the guest of Sir Edward only $500 has been paid.
Grey at the latter's home in Hamp-- j
judge John R; McFie and court
and together they tramped for ficials, including' District Clerk Frank
"hours through the new forest, the an- - w. Shearon, interpreter Jose D. Sena
cient royal hunting grounds, rich in
(Continued on Pae Elgfct- their fauna and flora.
cific

funds from
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THAT
PASS IN THE
NIGHT.
You may write of the ships that
ai'
passing
Kach soldier in darkness and gloom.
rn.-ceand unsought, with never a
thought
For lln- derelicts drifting to doom;
liiu i've;i if swiftly they're passing,
Th' 'i! glide silently out of your'
sight.
So give nii the crash and the c'attci'
and dash,
Of tin' Motors that f'ass in
i
ighl.
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Winter Grocery
If

Southeast Corner Plaza,

tanta

Fe.

Smart Set.

No

MINOR

IIS

CALL

CITY

SEE FOE YOURSELF

Denver, Colo., June 10.
The forecast is fair weather to- night and Saturday with sta- -

N

tionary temperature.

You are sure of
both these features
S
summer footwear
N
come to us for a

'h1na,

Deco-ftit-

ed

Novelties,

F1HST

CTURER
JEWELER

JN OI'R LINE DOS

K

To ORDKH

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEV
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
ID
1 17

AIR

SANTA KE, N, M,

CANON
ROAD

fJ

this

n

my

.jfim-j

i

I

Set

J

j

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

OInTOQLS

uj

j

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

PHONE
BLACK

SE.LIGIV1AN BROS
"--- rr:.:

Goods.

OK WORK

th

i

Leather and Leather ISbony

KKY DESCRIPTION

r$4oo

pair of

V N,
.
V
Carrizozo Wins Another Round in
Me-You
one of the Number who
'
Are
County Seat Fight Judge M. 0.
chein has dissolved the temporary in- visit the Elks' theatre? If not get. the
junction granted against the contrac- habit, we will please you.
tor building the now court house at ..Judge Morrison's Commemncement
Carri.o.o and work on the structure Oration Judge Morrison of this city
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
will now proceed.
has been selected commencement ora- be and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may
Walter Bierman Dies of Injuries
tor at the exercises of St. Michael's
Walter Bierman. aged thirty years. College which will lake place in Lor-- j custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do W 'est.
died at Las Vegas yesterday of in-- j otto hall, June 21.
juries sustained by being thrown from
of Ad Attention is called to
the hose wagon of the E. Romero theChange
of ad for the Big Store.
change
Ve-;
came
to Las
Hose Company. He
M
Salmon is offering all sorts of
gas four years ago and engaged in cool clothes for warm weather wear!
business. Mrs. Ike Davis of Las Ve- and
everybody interested in smart
gas is his sister and his parents live things for hot days will do well to.
California.
in
.: ...
read the ad carefully.
6ESsraBKffiM8
jOmBBSWBEm
Fell Five Hundred Feet Hovering
Hill
Made
Over
LaBajada
Trip
ArchuRamon
life
and
death.
between
leta of Los Dispensos, San Miguel City Engineer John H. Walker yester- 1
the trip in his automobile
county, tells of a fall of 500 feet from day made switch-backs
on the LaBaa cliff on the top of Hermit's Peak.' over the
Roth of his legs and botlh arms are jada hill just completed by convict
broken and he suffers in addition from labor under supervision of the good
He says that the
concussion of the brain and other in-- ; roads commission.
ternal injuries which leave no hope road is superb.
He was found in
for his recovery.
Supnday School Picnic About fifty
the bottom of the Oallinas canon and; members of the Church of the Holy 1
taken to his home.
Faith's Sunday school went on a picFight With an Eagle Margarilo, nic to Monument Rock yesterday and
Romero of Las Vegas yesterday had had a most enjoyable outing. Nine or
a thrilling encounter with an eagle, ten Sunday school teachers accomHe was fishing when he espied an panied the young people who took
eagle on the limb of a tree nearby j plenty of good things with them to
and hurling a rock at it brought down eat.
the bird. Proceeding to pick it up, the; Death of Mother of Mrs. A. P.
bird commenced to claw him and the Hogle Mrs. Mary E. Owen, an early
outcome of the fray seemed dubious resident of Raton died of
Bright's dis.
for awhile when men nearby came ease at the Gate City this week. She
is
to the rescue. Mr. Romero received was born in South Wales in 1854. In
many painful scratches and was com- - Wilkesbarre, Pa., she was married to j
pletely exhausted. The eagle meas-- i Noah Owen who survives her. Thir-thos- e
urea six ami a nair ieet irom up io
who went on a picnic out of
1.
tip.
of whom nine survive, one of these
being Mrs. A. P. Hogle of Santa Fe.
REJECTED LOVER IS
Mining Deed A mining deed was;
LEFT $25,000 BY WIDOW. recorded
in the office of Probate Clerk
this
morning. It was from F.
Armijo
Chicago, June 10. Airs. Fannie H. Hunter to A. N.
Harp transferring
It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vat- e
New
Surdam Steele, aged 65, of
York, one-haof the interest in the Red
the man who uses them.
died suddenly of apoplexy at a Chi'
Bank Placer claim, the consideration
You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
cago hotel. Her will, filed in the pro$1. Another transfer was from
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
bate court here, disclosed a romance, being
Mervyn
Harp and his wife to G. L.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
man
half her
for by its provision, a
Sewart for the Red Bank and the
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.
years, whom she refused to marry be- Viola
placer claims in San Pedro councause of the difference in their ages,
the
consideration being $1.
ty
is bequeathed $25,000 of her estate of
Phone
?a9owareNjo!S We have it.
Real
No. 14. If it's Hardware
Estate Transfer A real estate
$325,000.
the
in
transfer
recorded
probate
The man, Attorney Edgar R. Acetta
of New York, was at Mrs. Steele's bed- clerks oflice today wast that of Mr.
side when she died. He was the last and Mrs. John W. Mayes and Mr. and
person she asked to see when the hotel Mrs. V. L. Bean to Henry Krick, of all
WHOLESALE
28 fortieths inter
physician told her that she was dying. of their undivided
AfxD RETAIL
est in the property in Precinct 4,
Shortly after the death of her hus- Ward 2,
the
lots
110,
all
of
comprising
RATON
band, fifteen years ago, Mrs. Steele be- 141
and half of 142, beginning at the
came engaged to marry Acetta. She
YANKEE
Montezuma avenue
broke the engagement, telling Acetta southeast corner of
CERRILLO
street. The consideraHancock
and
he would ruin his life by marrying a
was
$1 and "other valuable contion
woman of her years, Acetta sued her
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
for breach of promise in the New siderations."
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Don't Fail to see the Pictures at the
York courts. The suit was settled out
record-breakinanother
Elks'
tonight,
of court on an agreement that Acetta
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
should receivp an annual income and crowd saw the pictures last night and
85
Telephone
were pleased.
Telephone 85
$25,000 at Mrs. Steele's death.
18
Per
CentThe
Humidity Only
was only 18 per
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas humidity yesterday
were proud of
Feans
cent
and
Santa
county, ss:
which was
and
the
clear
day
pleasant
Prank J. Cheney makes oath that he
and
devotees
the
park
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. enjoyed by
a picnic to the
went
on
who
those
As a Protection for yourself demand niiAbstmct Do you know whether
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
The maximum temperature yesyou luive an absolute titliCto the property which ion now own?
of
Toledo, County and State
City
was 80 degrees and the miniterday
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay mum was 49. The
oi line,
temperature at 6
CAMTA LT JIDCTDIinT
Kealty & Insu
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLwas 58 degrees.
o'clock
this
morning
unn in i nuu i nnu i , ranee Agency
Furnished
by
LARS for each and every case of Calin,
A
today the maximum was
tarrh that cannot be cured by tho use 77 year ago minimum
43 degrees with
and
the
Santa Pe, N, M
Citron Block
Tel Black 76
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
100 per cent of sunshine. There were
FRANK J. CHENEY,
in
over the mountains late
Sworn to before me and subscribed showers
in my presence, this Gth day of De- the evening.
cember, A. D. 1886.
WATCHES
Qm
A. W. GLEASON,
(Continued on Page Eight.)
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
MANUFACTURER OP
Hall's Catarrh Cure' is taken inmSht Price.
Tes'e
MEXICAN
R gh Goo.
ternally, and acts directly on the
Tmu
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials free.
&
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
China and Silverwarr- Cut
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
No
St.
!4tf
Red
Franelc
San
345
Telephone
SAwre, fe. n. m
Take Hall's Family Pills for
j

Mwlry, SSilverwarw.
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getting
in your
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foot-leng-

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

E
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gives a smart, dressy effect.

TOPICS.

-

ago.

j

,-

Perfect fit that means comfoit
and coolness custom style that

Died of

Telephone

..win wmm-

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

Why don't YOU
try one?

I-

Tuberculosis at Las Vegas
.Miss Bessie Kevins died of tubercu1 losis at St. Anthony's Sanitarium ar
Las Vegas. She came to Las Vegas
7 from Des Moines. Iowa, three years

..

r- -r

to the song of the sire n
The far groping gleam of the light,:
And the fumes that arise, the dust in
our eyes.
From the Motors that Pass in the
Night
('. A. Allen in July

?)
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Ail kinds of Garden and Fnld Seeds.
International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

KZTUrs.Kf.

g

full-tow-

LEO

IRSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE
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NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

CREAM

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
S E. Corner

of Plaza.

MILK

l

YONTZ

FILIGREE
JEWELRY

FRESH EGGS

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF

No Need to Cut.

Lump

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATt INSURANCE

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hay,

j

creened

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Flour,

j

Class,

MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
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DANGER IN DELAY.

SEVEN

Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangerous
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
The great danger of kidney troubles
is that they get a firm hold before
the sufferer recognizes them. Health
Is gradually undermined.
Backache,
nervousness,
lameness,
headache,
soreness, diabetes and Bright's disease, follow in merciless succession.
Don't neglect your kidneys. Cure the
kidneys with the certain and safe
remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which
has cured people right here in Santa
Fe.
Albino Ortega, College street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grateful for the benefits I have received
eral years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was hard for
me to do work on account of pains
across my loins and quick movement
aggravated my trouble. My rest was
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
the kidneys secretions and the passages were scanty and painful. Public
statements given by local people who
had used Doan's Kidney Pills with
I
benefit, induced me to try them.
found relief right away and by the
time I had used one box my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
in a normal condition and I feel deI
cidedly better in every respect.
powcurative
the
have great faith in
ers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United

States.

Doan's

the name

Remember

and

take no other.

AN

MODERN

Clovis, Portales, Roswell,

Ar-tesi- a,

3,000

HAS

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of th Southwt.
Officers
betaiied by War Department
Army
Armv Inspector" RANK SCHOuL IN CLASS

Th

"A."
Through Academic

Pecos Valley the ardet
spot of the West at an e'evatlor, of 3, Ton
everv day. but
feet above sea level,
ltti rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatod. llgnt
ed and modern if ali respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
G, namliroa. Vice Preside,;; J. Phelps White.
Treasurer, W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

in the beautiful

The accompanying illustration gives you only a rough idea of
its appearance. You really can't appreciate it until you either
use it
or talk

Professor H. R. Pattengill Writes

I

"V

-

to someone who has used it. It does everything that
yourself,
a coal range will do except beat the room. The New Perfection
Oil
will do anything, from heating a
- - Kettle ot water to cooking a course
Jf- dinner, but it won't heat a room. It
doesn't "smell," it doesn't smoke. It
'; "ji iir. n
'""fTF
can't pet out of order. Light it and it
is ready. Turn it down and it is out.
Only a woman who knows the trouble
of carrying coal and cooking in a hot
kitchen can appreciate what it means to
have a clean, perfect stove that will

of His Tour in New
Mexico.

Cook-Sto-

ve

!

(Moderator-Topics.- )

'

RosClovis, Portales
well,
Artesia, Carlsbad,
Deming
(Dem'-ing)- ,
and Silver City.
Sure! these are not the mythical
cities of Cibola which Coronado and
the Spanish Cavalier trotted their legs
off to find; but they are the fabulous
finds of Clark and Pattengill in their
swing around the corner of eastern
and southern New Mexico.
Now that's easy enough to say, but
from Belen, where I left you last, to
the end of this long chapter the trip
covers 1.000 miles of travel, crosses
10 of New Mexico's full grown counties, goes away down into the independent state of Texas to turn
around, and takes a short, side trip
to the Republic of Diaz. It has been
an
to yours truly, and to
tell it all would take more time and
space than can well be spared.
Clovis.
Clovis, the "Magic City," is a
hustling, substantial city of
3,000 people, as flat as a pan cake, as
smooth as a bread board, as hard as
an asphalt road and with faith in itself equal to Detroit. It has thousands of shade trees but no shade big
enough to shield a burro's ears; no
grassy lawns yet, but tney are comIts streets are broad and
ing.
straight, and every block has an alley
through its center, just as it should
have. It has just cinched the county
seat of Curry county. The houses
are nearly all tastly bungalows, prettily painted and of varying styles of
architecture. But few houses have
fences to mark the yard lines, and
such as have catch all the stray
papers and rubbish like the ever
(Por-tal'-es-

courc, preparing young

men for college or for hiislr.e
l!Je. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military Schooi in the Union
Located

PEOPLE

),

A

Cook anything, boil, bake or roast, and

enamel chimneys, and
directed against the bottom of pot, pan,
kettle or oven, and only there. The
flame operates exactly where it is needed
and nowhere else. With this stove
your kitchen is cool.
The nickel finish with the bright blue
Of the chimneys makes the stove ornamental and attractive. Made with 1, 2
and 3 burners; the 2 and
stoves can be had with or without
Cabinet.

Flnlay

For particular? an) Illustrated catalogue
uddress.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

yet won't heat the kitchen. How is it
done? The flame is controlled in turq-

Superintendent.

uoise-blue

f

Cautionary Note: Be sure

you get this stove see 11
that the name date II
reads New Perfection.', IV
--

Every

iyie i

leISs Fargo
!.H'?ieral

if not at yonre, write tor
ircuiar loine nearest ageucy oi uie

Continental Oil Company

eye-open-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.

SSESESi

I

mow iei7ectF.oii

Carlsbad, Deming,
Silver City.
FIRST

rtTrjMlMr!l'BWlffWBI

STOVE

UP-TO-DA- TE

Do you realize there is no longer any reason why
you should use a coal range? Oil is cheaper than coal; it
is lighter and easier to handle, and gives an intense
heat. Provided you have the right stove, oil is more
economical, cleaner and less trouble. Have you seen the

GiBOLft

GITIESJF

MAGE THREE.
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Express

Express forwarders
--

(Incorporated)

TO.
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World

IS

three-year-ol-

MASONIC.

Lodge No
&
M. Reg
A.
F.
A.
1,
Montezuma
.

v;

J: &

4feS..

ular communications
first Monday of eac)
month a Masonic ha.
sa.
at 7.30
H. H. DORMAN,

Acting Master
A

b AN

K. McCORD,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular con-

-

-

Vii.

ARTHUR

j

$&)

vocation second Monday of

each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

J.
W.

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.

1

JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge- No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second and iourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
-

Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGt'ST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. 3TATJFFER. K. R. S.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Return Thursday tod Friday.
AGENCY" at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs PO. BROWN Agent
Phone No. 23 Red

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i9 year the only
first class tonsoriai parlor
in Santa Fe.!

OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
si guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irrititions. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair aud facial tonics.
HERPICIDE,

BATHS

DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

& FITCH

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us , we will be gl ad to call for your
laundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

(mess-keef-

).

Mers-felde-

wide-awak-

A. MASSIE, E. C.

E. GRIFFIN,

present mesquite
It has a fine large brick school
widehouse, a loyal, responsive,
awake corps of teachers, as lovable a
bunch of children as one ever finds
r
in a district. County Supt.
is a
specimen, and
loyally supported by the principals
and the teachers. Supt. Poore of the
city schools is six feet four sweetness long drawn out.
The neat and tasty rooms were
decorated with creditable school exhibits,' the sessions of the rally were
spirited, the city teachers served sherbet and wafers, everybody sang
e

"Riga-Jig-

"Old Black
Joe," and "Mt. Vernon Bells."
Clovis is a division of the" railroad,
has a fine Harvey house, a big round
house, soon to be doubled, good business houses, a surrounding country
of "nesters" and herders.
Portales.
Curry county is named after the
rough rider governor of New Mexico,
appointed by the rough rider president. Next to it and south is Roosevelt county, and its county town is
Portales, an older but smaller burg
than Clovis. We were met at the
depot by a welcoming delegation
a
headed by Mrs. C. F. Culbertson,
very lively lady 75 years young who
superintends the schools of a county
66 miles long. We were at once taken
in autos for a ride about the town.
We were shown the pretty irrigating
plants had made grass, trees and flowers do their prettiest to redeem the
desert. Portales is just now installing an irrigating plant and city water
works.
Mrs. Culbertson is a live wire, and
had thoroughly advertised the meeting. She was cordially supported by
Supt. Ben Smith, and the board of
education of the city schools and the
people generally. The meetings were
large and spirited, the entertainment
cordial and the impressions very
favorable. Judge Lindsay and wife
here are U. of M. alumni.
Roswell.
The surprise in store for us was to
jump out of the desert of soapweed
and mesquite through which we had
been riding for sometime into the
oasis of alfalfa, orchards, big trees,
fine lawns, flowing wells and beautiful city. Roswell is the county town
of Chaves county; a county as large as
all Massachusetts and two Rhode Islands, Oakland county, Mich., three
full sized townships, and the farm of
M. A. C. thrown in for good measure.
Roswell is the prettiest city of the
territory. It has plenty of water, good
folks. It is
land, and
famous
and
in
the
great
valley
really
of the Pecos (Pay'-coas- )
though it
uses none of the Pecos river water.
It is in the region of huge flowing
wells, great springs, and the streams
flowing from these springs make the
country about fiercely productive in
crops, and a saloce to the eye of the
,"

beholder.
County Supt.

C. C .Hill and City
Supt. W. H. Brasher made a great
span of workers. The light, spacious
pretty auditorium of the M. E. church
was filled with as brainy looking, well
dressed, critical an audience as one
PHONE RED 122. ever sees. They held the speaker off

at arm's length for just seven minutes,
and then said "come in" so graciously,
sweetly, cordially, that "Gumption
with a Big G," stretched out for 90
minutes, with only occasional halting
places for intellectual recesses.
The schools are o. k. here, which of
course implies the teachers are ditto.
It was surely an alert and
band of pedagogs
that
Supt. Hill corralled for the day session. The children's motion song, and
the exercises in reading were admirable.
But such an afternoon as the folks
gave us! Dr. Geo. T. Veal, the newly
elected mayor on the
ticket,
showed us through the handsome new
Baptist church built after the Greek
temple style of architecture and set
in a velvety lawn of blue grass. Its
art windows cost $2,000 and its electric lights, $1,000. Then Supt. Hill
and Mr. Rockefeller
escorted us
through the new Masonic temple
which is just about as large as that
of Lansing and more richly furnished.
is a
By the way Mr. Rockefeller
former
resident of Clare,
Mich., and has just been appointed
postmaster of Roswell,
But that delicious auto ride about
the delightful city and its surrounding farms and orchards! The tasty
and costly homes, the big armory, the
well appointed stores, the large hospital, the flowing wells 2,000 gallons
per minute capacity, the great herds
the
of blooded cattle and sheep,
country club, the long avenues shaded
by trees on either side making a verilike
table "lovers lane," sped
by
panorama of fairy lands.
The Swiss chalet, embowered in
orchards
roses and honeysuckles,
worth $750 per acre, irrigating ditches
lined with fleur de lis, patches of alfalfa 80 or 100 acres in a block, that
would yield, so says Supt. Hill, 10
tons to the acre. The country club
had an artificial lake that tempted one
ta swim. The state military school is
crowded to its limit with tall, husky
boys, who went through the setting up
drill with precision and rhythm attractive to the eye of the beholder.
It was a joy ride sure enough, and
we caught the train by an eye lash
for our next stop. 'Rah for Roswell!
Artesia.
Another town of the famous Pecos
valley. This is a comparatively new
town in the northern part of Eddy
county, the southeastern corner of
New Mexico the most regular county
of the bunch in boundary lines, being
perfectly rectangular, 66x100 miles,
at
The
meeting
approximately.
Artesia was held in a tent and though
the audience sat on boards without
backs to the seats they caught the
bait at the very first cast and shouted
for more "Yankee's Creed," after 1
hours of it had been ladled out at
200 words to the minute.
Artesia has a Methodist college,
rich soil and hundreds of gushing
wells of water, some of oil and some
of gas. It is a new and growing town.
Tom R. Smith, aforetime Republican
hustler of Van Buren county, Mich.,
is running a real estate office there
and is just as sanguine of success as
when he ran the machine for "Ping"
down at Lawton. He gave us a ride
about the county, 14 miles in an auto.
Such natural roads all over
Such fields of alfalfa and
such orchards of apple and pear!
Often we could count six or eight
artesian wells throwing their spray ol
water in to the irrigating ditches.
They are so big and bumptious that
one could see them a mile away.
Think of it, 2,000 gallons per minute
for a single well! A stream four feet
wide, from four to six inches deep,
and flowing it a pretty pace. Here
apparently unmitigated desert, next a
40 acre field of waving alfalfa. Haying
time was on for the first cut April
28.
How It piles up on the ground!
There's hardly room for it. Cut it
one day, bale it the next, sell it the
well-know- n
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next for $12 to $18 per ton. Three
or four crops a year! Some tanners
gel $iu per acre, for three months'
pasture for sheep and then cut two
crops of good alfalfa.
We saw 20,0011 sheep, thousands
of horses and cattle, lo.umj acres of
fine orchards and 15,0110 acres of alfalfa in our morning ride. No wonder
"Tom" is loppy on Artesia. We
visited an oil well, where ranchers
can get crude oil to burn in their
smudge pots to stave off untimely
frosts. They thus saved their peaches
and apples this year.
At one well, whose eight-incpipe
delivered its stream vertically, the
whole, force was turned on, aud the
big, clear column of water shot 20
feet into the air. Your writer jumped
from his heat, grabbed his sombrero
and uttered a yell that made a mule
y
in a
field cock one ear and
part of another.
This area of artesian wells extends
for about 50 miles north and south,
and makes available a portion of land
larger than some whole states ot the
union. Bless you, the Pecos valley will
support more people than are now
hanging on in some whole states.
These wells cost about. $3,000 each.
Up to date their flow is unchanging.
One will irrigate fully 240 acres
easily. Canteloupes,
wheat, barley,
fruit, bagas, kaffir corn, milo maize,
oats, roots and vegetables are grown
with profit. The raw land cost from
$50 to $65 per acre, and once into
alfalfa or fruit brings $200 or $300.
All the Artesia youngsters were
hered in a church by Supt. Bishop
and H. R. P. gave them some fatherly advice. Thus we sandwiched
sight-seein- g
with school work, and
the accommodation
again caught
train by an
for the first
time in years it left by its schedule.
Carlsbad.
The county seat of Eddy. Old and
famous for its medicinal springs. It
was hotter than a biscuit in Carlsbad.
It really seemed as if the hook-worhad us fast. Carlsbad has a fine new
high school. County Supt. Kaiser is
o. k. a good level headed Hoosier
educator. City
Supt. Griffin was
pleasant enough, but there was a
hitch somewhere.
Here
was the
smallest audience and the finest auditorium of any on the tour. Even the
teachers were not in evidence by a
,
majority. Spring fever,
some
had
other
microbe
or
disloyalty
'em. The folks that were there, however, proved to be the survival of the
fittest. From the sturdy, manly row
of small boys on the front seat to
the "its" in the flanks and rear, there
was not a listless or inattentive auditor. One Michigander and his Michi-gooswho had been in Carlsbad for
near a score of years, were a jolly
pair to talk to.
But say, a hot night like that with
a band playing on the court house
square, and the "ladies' aid" serving
ice cream, made reason enough for
not turning out to hear a lecture by
some dry old pedagog of the long
ago. But that Saturday morning ride
set up by the board of trade was no
frost. Supt. Kaiser was our attentive
chaperon. It was 30 miles in an
auto.
First to the famous springs
caged in a cement box 12x20 feet and
10 feet deep, clear as a crystal, boiling, bubbling,
seething from the
e
pebbly bottom, and flowing a
stream to the Pecos. Right by
is the great flume from the government dam of the reclamation service,
taking the waters of the Pecos across
itself in a great cement aqueduct on
graceful arches athwart the stream.
Farther on it crosses Black canyon
by a big cement U.shaped tube that
runs the great stream for a hundred
yards below the bed of the wash.
Then we were taken to those farms
and possibilities of farms far away

v:v Money and inconvenience ty Purchasing Weils Ftrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS
vtONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
the United SMtss. Canada. Mexico
Paybi'
and all Foreign Countries.
'.i. OMITTANCES
SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES. Aaent
THE WEST FOR THE

h

far-awa-

eye-wink-

hoow-worm-

tail-rac-

(Continued

on Page Seven.)

Tbe Colorado

WEST.

Rational Lite Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. Mt BERGEftE. YUnager
Santa

for New Mexico.
Catron Block.

Fe, N. M.

e c. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw land9,
under ditch, S40 00 to i 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, SB0.00 to 175.00 per acre. These arc
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RA.NI1HKS,
AN

1)

We are prepared to locate settlers on
eminent land. We have irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are

lliviieu locorrespuim iw uo.
!S.MAIj1j
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING I NEW MEXICO,

RANCHES.
LA KM IS
AM)
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the rate of $5.00 ner hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

Carrying the TJ. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topelva & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

iiiiilli

Look Over Your Suit

If!

I

IN FRONT OF OUR LIVERY

STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig getting ready to start out. We will send
one any distance, for any purpose, at
any time.
We Answer All Calls Promptly,
and will be glad to serve you In any
way in which a rig is required. One
unusual feature of our business is
taking invalids out for a drive at a
regular hour each day. We mention
it as an illustration of the many service we stand ready to render.

WILLIAMS
310 San

4

HISIK&

Francisco St. 'Phone

139 Red,

after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
and it will remind you of when it first
came from the tailor's hands bright,
fresh and new. We press the garments back into their original perfect
shape, and take out every spot and
stain without the least injury to the
cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
and skirts and cloaks.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Julius Mnralter, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenues.
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The city council at Las Vegas has
discovered that its ordinances are obsolete and a hodgepodge of unrelated
fragments such as is likely to develop
under any other form of municipal
than the commission
government
form. The lack of system in law mak
ing is not only a weakness of cities
but of commonwealths and even of this
nation. Whenever a councilman has a
whim he introduces an ordinance without consulting existing ordinances or
seeking to correlate the new measure
with existing laws. The ordinance is
generally amended before passage and

MEXICAN

PRINTING COMPANY PU3LISHERS.
FRAN K P. 8TURGE8,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. ssti

THE NEW MEXICAN
PAUL A. F. WALTuR,

:ln; Sai.ta Fe Postofflce.

Entered as Second Class Matter

Daily, six months by mail
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
7o
Daily, per month, by carrier....
r ;
6o
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

.13.75
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2.00
1.00
.75
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Pennsylvania, the defeated factions
and parties, are raising the old cry
of fraud and vote buying. No election
or primary system can be better than
the people it serves.

PROFESSIONAL

fhe Oidost Dankin Institution in
New Mexiso. (SsfcbJtsftsd in 1370

PAUL A. F. VALTER
Attorney-at-La-
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

another page the New Mexican
Practice in the District and Su
higli prices,
a thoughtful article from the preme Courts.
prints
it
does every
Prompt And careful
Weekly, affecting as
lieu of Judge A. L. Morrison on the attention given to all business.
It
household.
has
and
every
purse
wool tariff. No matter how disappoint- Santa
. .
. New Mexico
Fe,
been thrashed out by economists and
ed New Mexico may be at the action
colin
the
correspondence
politicians;
ConCATRON & CATRON
umns of the press every man has had of the Republican majority of
off
statehood
aim
again
gress
putting
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Lahis say, but living is expensive still
it must remember that the
Office:
Catron Block
and interest in the problem abates not again,
of prosperity which it en- santa Fe,
blessings
New Mexio
a whit. In a discussion so popular m
inits personnel, misapprehensions have joys, the protection of its leading
the
been inevitable. Many have proceed- dustries, the good government,
G. W. PRICHARD
financial
the
splendid
management,
is
issue
the
ed on the assumption that
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
and security of its citizens, are
wholly new, whereas there have been peace
Practice
in
all the District Courts
a
to
legislation
eras of high prices in the past. Court in certain degree due
and gives special attention to cases
and
administration
the
Republican
by
records unearthed in Pennsylvania
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
party and that therefore New Mexico
tell of a crusade against extortionate owes
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
to
to
it
itself
to
the
and
party
That standards have
ju ices in 1S04.
think.
is indicated by this continue in its allegiance to Republsince
then
changed
will
senators
of
"The terms
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
thirty
of the peti- - ican party principles and candidates.
the
from
extract
prayer
expire on March 4, 1911. This means tioners: "It is the consensus of opin- The tariff on wool, in itself, should be
Attorneys-at-Lathat about seven months hence the ion
Practice In the District Courts as
a meal political issue enough to keep New
for
cents
twenty-fivthat
be
legislatures of thirty states will
of victuals and twelve cents for a half Mexico in the Republican column as well as before the Supreme Court of
filling their places or returning the
is an extortion, as long as the Republican party stands the territory.
of whisky
present incumbents. It is not surpris- pint
Las Cruces.
New Mexico
has
been purchased for forty for protection to home industries.
whisky
ing, therefore, that there has been cents a
to four
from
three
pork
gallon,
a renewal of demand for the. popular
The item in the evening papers of
cents a pound and flour for two dollars
EDWARD C. WADE
election of senators.
that the farmers around
yesterday
a hundredweight." But an even wider
Attorney-at-La"Just at present the popular feeling
in $250,000 for strawberCairo
took
arose in 1835, when through
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
ries
is
this
appears to be active. The legisla- complaint
slightly
spring,
misleading
none other
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
of these thirty a resolution introduced by
tures in twenty-siwas when it says that the quarter million
Daniel
than
Congress
Webster,
favresolutions
Probate Court and before the U. S.
was
states have adopted
converted
Those
into
automobiles.
confronted with the same issue of the
amendment
proinnot
were
constitutional
a
all
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
$250,000
profit. They
oring
cost of living. Compared cluded
Offices.
for
land,
equipviding popular election of United increasing
expenditures
and salaries, the cost oi ment and labor and also
New Mexico
States senators. All have taken this with wages
represented Las Cruces
in 1835 was actually higher than an
toil
directed
well
of
action once since 1900 and one legis- living
expenditure
as shown by the diary of om mixed with
and brains.
lature has endorsed the plan twice. - today, a
experience
WILLIAM McKEAN
Seaver,
government clerk on a saV Money making crops do not grow of
most
not
surpristhe
is
"But this
Attorney-at-LaMr.
a
For
work,
of
$1,400.
day's
ary
themselves and that is a lesson that
in ; evidence of growth of sentiment,
and Land Law.
Mining
or
seventy-fivbut
eighty applies to the dry farmers of eastern
noil of the present senators, made Seaver paid
New Mexico
Tas
he
of
but
for
sugar
cents,
fifty
pounds
recently by the New York World, had to pay seven dollars and twelve New Mexico just as it does to those
who want to raise strawberries in the
senators favor
shows that thirty-threfor two gallons "lamp oil," two
C. W. G. WARD
valleys. There is money in
irrigated
the proposal while only fourteen are cents;
doldollars; cooking stove,
Territorial
District Attorney
were
the
a
it
is
should
that
Fifteen
and
it.
crop
crop
avowedly against
two barrels of flour, twelve dol- be raised in New Mexico but in addiFor San Miguel and Mora Counties
on the proposition and lars;
lars, and a pair of boots, three dollars tion to fertile soil and water it re- Las Vegas,
New Mexico
as many more did not vote.
on
cents
hides
seventy-fivand
being
and
toil.
is
quires intelligence
energetic
"To inaugurate this reform it
of both the free list then as now. Thus, with
W. A. FLEMING JONES
necessary that
a much lower wage and salary scale,
Bonds and Investments
The Santa Fe's policy of retrenchhouses of Congress favor such amends
of the prices in 1835 were as high as, and in ment hits New Mexico hard. At railU. S. Commissioner for the Third
ment and that
in
1910,
some instances higher than
road points in the Territory many men Judicial District of New" Mexico.
states, through their legislators, or
A second error in reference to high
it.
It,
ratify
have been laid off. Even to Santa Fe, Eastern and local bank references.
conventions,
constitutional
has been made in
atti- Las Cruces
New Mexico
therefore, appears that we are still prices the issue as if it persistently
were local, the consequences of the adverse
considerably short of actual attain- treating an explanation in causes tude of Congress and the public to
ment. However, in a few states the seeking
the railroads, has resulted in loss, for
R. W. WITTMAN
out- which could not possibly have more the
edition of a pamphlet which
large
people have not waited for this
Draftsman
mata
As
than national significance.
was to have been devoted entirely to
come, but have put the plan into prac- ter of
furnished of records on
at
Copies
which
is
country
every
fact,
tical effect through the operation of all in touch with the rest of the world this city, has been called off for the
the U. S. Surveyoi General's Office
endorsement of senatorial candidates
present by the Santa Fe management. Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Proa
in
ris
has
prices.
experienced
The company has also decided to curat primary elections or by written
in "Everyday
fessor
Japan,"
Loyd,
to
carry
tail or cease all advertising of the
pledges of state legislators
JOHN K. STAUFFER
"The most striking fact in conroad and its attractions, including this
out the peoples will in choosing sena- says,
in
Notary Public
nection with modern changes
Japan
tors.
city, aud there will be certainly much
Office with the New Mexican Printcost
of
the
in
is
increase
immense
the
less tourist travel over it in conse"While the final outcome cannot be
ing Company.
House rent has increased tenforeseen it would not be surprising if living.
quence. Railroad baiting may be pop- Santa Fe,
New Mexico
ten
in
the
last
foldfivefold
years."
we are nearer the inauguration of this
are exper- ular, but the people eventually pay
Missionaries everywhere
the cost.
reform than we imagine."
If you are in need of anything, try
iencing the same embarrassment in
a
New Mexican Want Ad.
work.
their
The readjustment of post masters'
GOOD FOR DELEGATE ANDREWS.
salaries for New Mexico has sent
Santa Fe people are pleased with
FE SHOULD INVITE THE Roswell
the energetic efforts of Delegate to SANTA
another notch ahead of Santa
DOCTORS.
for its postmaster will henceforth
Fe,
Congress William H. Andrews to seNext month the American Institute receive
$2,700 a year while Santa
cure a public land donation of 200,000 of
Homeopathy will meet in Los An- Fe's
must content himself
acres for St. Michael s College. They
postmaster
California" The Santa Fe will
i
with $2,500 and Albuquerque's posthad been somewhat disappointed be- geles,
train
the
for
run
a special
delegates master receives $3,000 a
cause they were forgotten in the fedSilver
year.
the special rates will be induceis sent ahead to the $2,200 mark,
eral postoffice building omnibus bill and
ment for heavy travel to California at City
While
it.
Las Cruces to the $2,100 mark and
but this makes amends for
that time. The Santa Fe has just Clovis is boosted to
it is generally believed, that Congress
$2,300. In other
an itinerary for the special
the towns of the Territory are
will not make appropriations for sec- published
words,
atbut from it '.eaves the most
on Santa Fe in poputarian institutions, trie position of St. train
to the. tourist, that is rapidly gaining
lation and in business and Roswell
Michael's College is so exceptional, tractive point has
its
the
road
the town that
given
and Albuquerque
have
that it is hoped that the bill will go name.
apparently
In its place, tne urana janon
will
not
not.
if
it
aud
it by a large lead that, will
it
does
passed
through
all
is
which
is featured,
right enough
be the fault of Delegate Andrews. The
with the Grand Canon, be hard to overcome.
but.
College is a pioneer in its field in the Santacompared
FOR
Fe offers a much greater varieSouthwest and from it have gone
The New Mexican editorial and
and
attract
that
of
please
ty
things
forth many of the men who have been the tourist and the Santa Fe loses reportorial forces were thrown into
unwonted excitement today by the fol- leaders in thought and action in the more than this (own
by not featuring
Uncle Sam shamefully
Southwest.
its main attraction and passing its lowing dispatch from Hayward's News
neglected New Mexico as far as special trains over the road without a Bureau, dated Meredith, N. H.: "Beauschools are concerned, when a comtiful Oxford College girl en route to
stop in this historic city. The Medi-- j
Do You Want a Crate?
parison is made with what has been cal and Surgical Reporter in its lat-- Santa Fe to study the Indians." There
Porto
and
Leave your order with
done for the Philippines
est issue takes a fall out with the was a rush to the tonsorial parlors by
Rico, and it is not too late to make Santa Fe on this very point as fol-- j the unmarried portion of the force and
this week.
us
amends by helping those schools in
one or two of them speak of dressing
lows:
the Southwest that were doing the
"There will he no twenty minute up as Indians and forming a reception
work here under the most adverse rushes
for meals, no attaching of a commit'ee that will watch the arrival
The longer you wait, the
circumstances, work that Uncle Sam
to a regular train; no ex-- I of every train. No doubt, the town
car
(single
should have done for his newly acmore chance you take,
pensive side-- l rips, as to the Grand will be on the qui vive until the mysquired provinces, for provinces is all Canon, which costs from twenty to tery is solved.
, that you will pay more
ihey were and all that they sti!l are. twenty-fivSan Miguel county commissioners
dollars
extra
fare,
$6.50
money, as prices will
Says Delegate W. H. Andrews in a two
on sleeper,
extra have voted $5,000 and Mora county has
five
soon advance.
letter to Hon. B. M. Read of this city: meals,nights
$5 stage coach along the edge given $2,000 to put the road from Las
"I am in receipt of yclir letter of
in
to
Mora
better
extra
of the chasm,
condition.
charge for guides, Vegas
May 26th relative to the hill which I extra
at every turn, easily Both counties have asked the good
Strawberries,
have introduced H. R. 26159, copy of twenty charges
to twenty-fivdollars expense." roads commission to take charge of
which I enclose herewith entitled 'A
Raspberries.
The Santa Fe could counteract such the work and in consequence, that imBill donating two hundred thousand adverse comment
Loganberries,
by featuring its free portant thoroughfare will be put into
Colacres of land to Saint Michael's
and Blackberries.
side trip to Santa Fe and by giving
serviceable
There
will
shape.
Fresh Vegetabks
lege, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 'I have its special trains, a leisurely stay in be none of the patchwork which was
carefully noted all you state and I am this old and attractive city where cli- the rule the past three years and still
Diily.
going to use my very best endeavors mate, history and romance unite, to is the rule in many counties where
to secure the passage of this bill.
give the tourist something he does thousands of dollars of road labor are
"I may have trouble in getting it not find anywhere else.
wasted in haphazard work on the
through this session as it is. very late,
highways.
but I am going to hang on and do the
In the states where the insurgents
best I can and if I can't pass it this were spawned they evidently are still
The direct primary system where it
session I will during tihe short ses- in the minority by a good many thou- was tried this week in
the middle
sion.
sands as the returns from Iowa and west did not prove more of a success
& COMPANY
"You may rest assured I won't Wisconsin Indicated. It is one of the than the convention system. The Asleave a stone unturned to help out temporal waves that is already subsid- sociated Press said that in Iowa the
Saint Michael's College because I ing even before the people have awak- farmers were too busy in the fields to
realize that it is an establishment ened to its existence.
vote and in other states, especially in
says
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Attorneys-at-Laence they had no knowledge. FrePractice in the Supreme and Dis
quent revision and compilation of the
ordinances is therefore necessary and trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
it. is to be hoped that the revision of specialty.
Office in Catron Block.
the ordinances just ordered by the Santa Fe
New Mexico
Santa Fe city council will be done
"
skillfully and with care. E. C. ABEOTT

NOT A NEW QUESTION.
The livest question of the day is

u

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

mil mm,

CARDS

reaches the statute
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Chas. R. Easley.
that it cannot be en- Chas. F. Easley,
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
sent to forced or simply provides what some
is
in New Mexico,
it
new
oldest
spaper
is
the
Mexican
The New
& EASLEY,
EASLEY
ordinance
had
other
already
provided.
crculatr.'
a large and growing
every pocoffice in the Territory, and has
Santa Fe suffers the same way as Las
Attorneys at Law.
of the Southwest.
ive
people
and
progress
iiEor' the intelligent
Vegas, and the mayor and city fathers
RENEHAN & DAVIES
are astonished every once in a while
E. P. Davie
to find an ordinance of whose exist- A. B. Renehan

which has been a medium of spread-- I
ing the highest principles of educa-- j
tion to all classes of our people."

PALEN. President.

L. A. HUGHES,

when it at last
books it is found

POPULAR ELECTION OF U. S. SENATORS.
Although in New Mexico the interest in methods of .electing United
States senators is somewhat on the decline on account of the unfavorable
news from Washington, yet, it can he
a
put down for certain, that it will he
commonthis
before
years
good many
wealth, if a state, would resort to a
direct selection of the men who are to
methrepresent it in the Senate. The
od prescribed in the constitution is
wisp and well serves its purpose and
the states who sought after novelty
and threw a sop to agitators, the selection of Senators by popular vote is
not. proving a howling success. Still,
the Pueblo Chieftain says:
"Facts and figures indicate that we
may be nearer to the popular election
of United States senators than we

J.
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ansacts a general bankin.? business in all its branche..
Loans mone on the most favorable terms on all ki-- ij
of
and
collateral
and
b
seiis
personal
security. Buys
j
stocks in all m irket$ for its customers.
Buys and
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic tt ansfcr
of money to aU parts of the civilized world on as fiber::. i cor
as are given by any money transmittal agency public or t
private. Interest allowed on time dpoiits at the rate ol three
per cen. per annum, on six months' or years'
advances made on consignnisnU oi livestock and products. S
The bank executes al! orders oi its patrons in the ba::ki:!.; lim, ?
aid aH-- j to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects.
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- in. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the'
iibSic is respecfuily solicited.
time."''-"Libera-
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One of

the Best Hotels in the West

Cuisire and
Table Service
Unex

j

j

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUF.

j
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& Co.

0 ROGERS

'

BERRIES

PRESERVING

SiSl

l

k LACOME
rietor

Commodious

Sample Room

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

flit-i-

THE

PrtKSS

We Are
Now

button

WR I)0 XHK RKST,

'
FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
'If yoii drop in at S o'clocx
you can get a hot
to
eat and von will not
supper ready
toV

,

Serving

im

-- w

V

wan.

MIV

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO O.LUPKProprietor

RATES

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

AM, MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa
Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE 1n
the Oity.in connection with Hotel. First class service
guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special
attention given to traveling
men,
Give ns a trial if you want first class
service,
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.
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MYAJO, CHIMAYO and BALLETA

i

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30-

'

3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p, m.

V
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e

tip-to- p

H. S. KAUNE
PHONE 26

if.

mi

j

e

.

Ourincreasini;
patronage is the
... ou
uivto mm, we merit yours.

C ELI MAYO

THESE PRICES TALK
PILLOWTOS, 50c each

NATURAL WOOL
WAR CLUBS
TOMTOMS
BOWS ard ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKETS

CANDELARIO

75c
25c
30c

I5c
650

'

"

'

.

"
'

per pound and up

The Curio Man.
At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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William Holmes of Las Vegas is vis
iting friends in this city.
M. O'Xeill. a mining man from Cer
rillos, is at the Claire.
Fred H. Ayers, an attorney of Es
will : need some
tancia, is here on legal matters.
q
L. H. Putney, a book salesman from
run A a . ' rvtYifr
:
iawni., usau
Dallas, Texas, is in the city.
Hi
C. J. Da we, a grocery
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
salesman
from Denver, is
j
the Palace.
that vou need. Just call our store end
.1.
II. Bach, a traveling man from1
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
St. Louis, is railing on the trade.
;
r
S. P. Gray, an
of Capitan.j
tell you the best bait, the right flies,.and anything else
Lincoln county is here on business,
M. Eyler will leave tomorrow on a
you wish to know.
business trip to Espanola and Taos,
COME IN AND GET AC.
A. S. Thompson, a
paint salesman!
from Los Angeles, is calling on the
QUAINTFD WITH HIM,
trade.
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
J. B. McSpadden and F. Halliday, of'
ADVANTAGE.
Estancia, are registered at the Coro- nado hotel.
Engineer James A. French, who is,
connected with the Engle dam project,'
is at the Palace bote'.
Warden Cleofes Romero has returned to Santa Fe. after attending court
at Las Vegas.
Our Line is all new and complete in every
Sheriff Julius Meyers and Deputy
Sheriff Smith arrived
last evening
from Estancia.
detail, our assortment of flics is larger
The court party to Tierra Amarilla
and more complete, the ever.
tomorrow wil' be accompanied by Mrs.
We
have lines, rods, reels, baskets, arid everything for his majetty, THE
McFie and Mrs. Shearon.
A. IMxon and A. B. Love of AlbuSPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices, Our prices are lower
querque, are in the city. They are
than
ever before.
stopping at the C'oronado hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Lancaster and
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Kerr, of Oklahoma,
are sightseers registered at Gregg's
hotel.
Special Agent W. H. Olcott of the
census bureau will leave this evening
for Raton to look after census matters.
Captain Smith H. Simpson arrived
last evening from the G. A. R. reunion at Las Vegas on his way home
to Taos.
Mrs. Pearl Richards and son Harry,
are up from Estancia on legal business. They are registered at the Palace hotel.
Territorial Treasurer Miguel A. 35c a dozen; oranges 30c; bananas 40c
Otero was compelled to go home this a dozen and pineapples 35c each.
The predictions made in the east
forenoon from the capitol on account
that living expenses are still to soar
of an attack of illness.
VOU NEVER.
AT
Miss Nettie Major has returned to are said to alarm the housewives who
Las Vegas from Santa Fe and tfhe Val- think that foodstouffs are already high
is
,
ley Ranch and will spend the rest of enough.
the summer at El Porvenir.
Walter Turley, the civil engineer,'
has returned to the city after having
done some important surveying work!
in Alcalde.
MONEY AND MfcTALS.
D. E. Evans, of Tularosa, William'
RE VOU ON THE WAY
New York, June 10. Call money 2
Grutsch of Denver, and Clyde Smith
Mex4
5
3; prime paper
UP?
of Durango, Colorado, are registered ican
Atch.
dollars 44; Amal. 61
at the Claire Ihotel.
152
BROWN.
104
N. Y. C. 115
Reading
Captain Fred Fornoff of the MountS. P. 120
U. P. 177; Steel 77
ed Police, returned this noon from the
pfd. 115
southern part of the Territory where
New
York, June 10. Lead easy,
he had been in his capacity of a pa- -'
$4.404.45;
copper seasy, standard
role officer.
.
and
$12.20(??12.35; silver 53
spot
July
W. R. Porter, special agent of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to study tlhe
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Pueblo Indian situation in Xew MexChicago, 111., June 10. Wheat July
ico, returned last evening to Santa Fe
94
Sept. 90
after visiting various pueblos.
Corn July 58
Miss Esther Cornell and her mother,
Sept. 59
Mrs. Cornell, are visiting Miss Allen ' Oats July 36
Sept. 38
at her home on College street. Miss
Cornell has just returned from Bryn' Pork July $22.52
Sept. $21.92
Mawr where site has been attending
school.
Lard July $12.40; Sept. $12.35.
"Two charming afternoon parties, Ribs July $12.87
Sept. 12.40
were given yesterday and today by(
WOOL MARKET.
COPrRICMri?(K,.BYTMC 6USYER.6ROVN Co. CHICAGO.
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess at her beauAT THE T1DP. 11
St. Louis, June 30. Wool market
tiful home on the Boulevard. Yester- lower;
and
territory and western
WHY DOE.S THE FRUIT MAN PACK THE
day the younger society crowd pre- n.edium 16
fine mediums
dominated among the guests." Las 1617; fine 1214.
CHOICE APPLET ON ToP? bECAU.SE APPEARVegas Optic.
LIVESTOCK.
ANCES COUNT.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, director of the
Kansas City, Mo., June 10. Cattle
School of American Archaeology, has
GOOD CLOTHES DOES NoT MAKE THE MAN
1.200
2,000,
Receipts
including
returned from a trip that took him southerns.
BUT
Market
Native
THEY ARE A MARK OF DISTINCTION.
steady.
as far east as Washington in his work
steers $:!.508.50;
steers
southern
for the school. He will, as in former
OUR READY TO WEAR CLOTHES ARE HAND
southern cows $3 5.50; nayears, conduct a summer school next $4.258;
tive cows and heifers $5.25(7.60;
TAILORED, FORM FITTING, AND SHAPE REmonth and August in the Pajarito
stackers
and
feeders
bulls
6.40;
$5(5
cliff dwelling region.
TAINING, THIRD LESS THAN YOU ARE
$4 6.25: calves $5.508.75; western
Guilford B. Chapin who is a visitor
PAYING.
steers $5.50(?i 8.15; western cows $4fi
in the city, is a Rough Rider having
6.50.
NO OLD MOTH EATEN STOCK
FROM.
served in Company E, under Captain
-- ""Receipts
Market
Hogs
9,000.
Fred Muller. He will go to New York
1
PRICES
RANGE
FROM
$ 2.
To
City to "ride with Roosevelt" as the weak to five lower. Bulk $9.359.45;
butch$9.40$?
9.50;
and
meheavy
is welcomed in the
packers
tropolis. Mr. Chapin is in the forestry ers $9.35 9.50; light $9.30(r;9.45; pigs
$99.15.
service in Arizona.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 3.000.
WE ARE B.UILDING A REPUTATION
FoR
FRIDAY MARKETS SHOW
Muttons
steady.
$4.506; lambs
HONEST DEALING
LARGE VARIETY. $7.50(5 9.50; fed wethers. and yearlings
$57.75; fed western ewes $4. SOW
The Friday marketer found a variety 5.75.
of vegetables and fruits this mornChicago, 111., June 10. rCattle Reing, at prices that also varied. Rad- ceipts, 2,000; market, strong. Beeves
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
ishes sold for 3 bunches for 10c; beets, $5.808.75; Texas steers $5.357.30;
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
5c a bunch; turnips the same; onions, western steers $5.50(5)7.80;
stockers
3 bunches for 10c; tomatoes.
20c a and feeders $4.00 6.50; cows and
BOUQURTS, and FUNERAL
K V.HOYLK Mptr,
DESIGNS.
pound ; cabbage, Se a pound ; hot heifers $2.907.15; calves $6.509.00.
house cucumbers, lac each. The fruit
Hogs
Receipts, 19,000; market,
CLSREHDON PODLTR? YARDS ARK SELLINli OUT!
displays included strawberries which 5 cents lower.
FRESH LAI1 ECUS evt-r- day
Light .$9.459.70;
sell for 20c a quart or two quarts for mixed $9.459.70; heavy $9.40 9.75:
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White
Chickens
35c. They are much in demand, not
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed 01. iVyanotns.
clean wholesome food
rough $9.40 9.50; good to choice
Tuberculosis
nor
Ptomaine
?,a!lc.eof
poisonin-gernis
only for shortcake but for strawberry heavy $9.509.70;
BUGS FOR
HATCHING.
pigs $9.259.C0;
and cream dishes. Lemons are 25 to bulk of sales $9.55(59.65.
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Those who have never had a bank account know not the convenience of
one. Each check you write is a "RECEIPT; you know just how much you
are spending; you've always "got 'money," and you caif't lose it nor be
'
robbed.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK
in the COLLEGE

BOY LOTS

TRUST CO.

&

SUB-DIVISIO-

N

OP

Las Cruces

SANTA PE HARDWARE

no
$5.00 dowa $5.00 a mouth, no
a de-'when the lots are
ta;e,for.no mortage,
You can't, afford to let a GOOD in
paid
vesitrf nt like this go by when it cots you
only sixteen aad two third cents a day.
ini;-rer.-

O

C- -

WATSON

,

For full particulars call or
address the above company

PhnTIP
riiUllC.

ALSO

Dealers in Furniture

SEEWOflE

nt well
the top who
bu a1usthave

MARKtl REPORT

-

co-

dressed.
good apparel to reach
theTop

j

fine lime of, carpets and Rags - FOR

THE HOUSE

3-- 8

All kinds of faraishmgs from ohinawar to stoves, and
raages, Also a fine issortmjnt of desk. chairs, table
for the babies.
aud hat racks Wagner foldiug
.T!!
GRE
are
Tney
.
Look over oar stock and see if there 4h.V:.;.-,-to
interest
you
something
go-car-

or say There

4
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c
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103

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

i SUPPLY CO.

Whooeatrf Setail Everything in Hardware.

Sole Aeents in Santa Fe.
119 San Francisco St.

Windows

j

COMPANY

&

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

:

,,--

4

Ornamental Doors.

3--

2

lit

lie

SH

S"

3--

j

IfejU f If

fLLLL

made to perfection from our
Lumber) because, t.h wcod is
oerfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, crocks and warpings.

ire

Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpent rs and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awatects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
ke

Charles W. Dudrow

RELIABLE DRUGS
AND MEDICINES

Are the only kind safe to use. The
uncertain kind are very apt to do more
harm than good.
WHAT YOU GET
FROM THIS PHARMACY
If the
you can rely upon absolutely.
health of your household is dear to you
prove your sincerity by coming here
for your drugs and medicines.
STR1PLING-BUK50W-

&

Company.
Where your dollar buys tbe most.
S

II!

C. A. RISING
.

Bills Bros. Monumental Co,

AGTNT FOR

OF DENVER
ALT, URAUKS OK MARKLK & GRANJTK
M

KMOKIALS

125 Palace Ave.

at

reasonabi.k pricks
Santa Fe, N.

Mex.

ToPICK
50
$20.00

W.

N.

TOWNSEND & CO.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

Hour Electric ervice
n ana After march 1st.
those

,

Santa Fe Water

mf.AM
AND

PAY

This space next week for Electric Irons
and Electrical Cooking Specialties.

Light Company
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a good education.
Mr. Sixto Garcia is one of the memt,
bers woh has had many experiences
in school teaching.
He has been a
teacher for 17 years. In several dis"
tricts where he has taught they want
Every old sore comes from some kind of impurity in the blood. It remains
him again because he has been a good
dean open, discharging place on the flesh because the circulation constantly
FOR
Furnished room. Mrs.
matter teacher.
infectious
the
the
and
tissues
fibres
spot,
the
surround
which
into
posits
while
heal
sore
to
for
the
blood
is
contaminated.
tho
which
vrith
It is impossible
the blood is in this impure state. S. S. S. heals old sores because it is ':te.
FOR REXT Furnished room. Use
removes the causa
greater of all blood purifiers; it goes into the circulationisand
bath. Lady only, 1U7 Johnson St.
of
no longer any inflamfrom the blood. When the blood has been purified there
Jn
March 1st 1910
(Head Cp)
a
causes
nature
and
the
or
infectious
matter
place,
to
irritate
matory impurity
21
HOW THEY STAND.
n Miles
'19
STATION'S
FOR SALE Gentle driving horse
'20
certain aai natural healing of the ulcer. It is all well enough to endeavor to
and rubber tire
7 30
5 00
cleanse an eld sore, or stop the itching, or absorb the discharge, with external
;I.v Hts Moines N. M..
buggy. Carl
If
20
10
f 4 15
A Bishop.
National League.
Oipulin
applications, but a cure can never be reached in this way, because such applicat a 35
20
Vinil
f 4 05
Won. Lost Per Ct.
tions do not reach the blood where the cause is located. S. S. S. does not sim?1?
f 8 f0
25
f 3 45
Thompson
. f 9 10
31
..
cause a scab to form over an old sore, but beginning at the bottom it heals the Chicago
'uiiniiiKham
f 3 25
15
.643
27
FOR RENT Furnished room with
9 35
A
2 55
Clifton House N M
nlace uermancntly by building new tissue, and filling tne place with firm healthy Xew York
28
16
.636 bath and electric light.
2 30
3 oi
0
I.v
12 00
Apply at the
10 Oj
made
roots
herbs
Katon, N. M
of
An
S.
S.
a
S.
botanical
is
flesh.
entirely
purely
remedy, being
2 50
7
19
22
4 J2
.537 New Mexican.
11 37
.' Ar.rilfton House. N . M. Lv!
Cincinnati
9 40
enect
in
a
of
which
has
direct
each
and
and
removing
barks,
lmpunne
lasting
4 12"
37"
4
I.v. .Clifton House V M Arl" Tl
19
21
.525
the circulation. Old people who have suffered for years with ; Pittsburg
and poisons li-4 30
4K
11 20
Srrt'sUm
vV ANTED
24
.467
21
St.
Louis
4 50
counfo'
in
builder
By a business woman-cle- an,
S.
S.
and
a
rii!
most
S.
tonic
find
11
00
system
son
chronic
helpful
KoehlerJuiu-tU510
25
.444
20
on
and
Ulcer,
Sores
book
10JO
of
the
effects
tl:2
old
ulcer.
airy furnished room in modSpecial
Brooklyn
debilitating
acting
a 00
Koeli ler
10 51
24
. 400
16
ern home with or without board
TH3 SWXFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA Philadelphia
free to all who write.
5 50
8
...c.6itHx'-'- .
iio 10
16
29
.356
Boston
7li
preferably with. P. O. Box 51, City.
6 08
... .(Vrrososo
42
9
11
6 35
.. ..Cimarron
82
9 25
I.v
American
League.
00
82
8 55
Ai
Cimarron
Won Lost
mri tin minimum price was nothing
FOR RENT Five room house on
n os
8i
Nash
fi 47
f7 18
MOTEL
88
f8 37
9
Hnrlaii
11
.711 Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
27
all.
Xew
York
!at
7 35
94
8 20
I'te Park N. M...Lv
13
.675 at 24S San Francisco street.
27
.Matters became so bad at last that Philadelphia
17
.630
29
eastern consignees would not receive Detroit
Palace.
Connects with K. 1'. & S. VV. Ry, train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. fu 6:15 p. 111.
20
22
.524
A young man of three years' expertOonuuuts with K. I'. AS, W. Ky, train No. 123 leuvinw Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. 111.
James A. French, Engle; S. P. Gray, 'wool from Xew Mexico unless the Boston
sStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
.444 ience wants position as bookkeeper.
16
20
Cauitan: Mrs. Pearl Richards and son, freight was prepaid. Under these ad- Cleveland
U. & S. PassenKer trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow :
26
.409 Moderate salary. B. W. J., New
IS
NORTH BOUND:
SOUTH ROUND
Harrv. Estancia: Fred II. Avres. Es- - verst conditions absolute ruin was Washington
No. 1. 4.48 a. m.
No, 8. 10.44 a. 111.
wool
23
15
.395
tancia; J. H. Bach, St. Louis; L. H. tue ate of the unfortunate untilgrow Chicago
No. 7,6 49 p. 111.
No, 2. 11 11 p, m.
the St. Louis
8
32
.200
ers, and relief did appear
Track connection with A. T. it. S, K. Ry. at Raton and Preston with (5, & S. Ry. at
C. ,T. Dawe, Denver.
Dallas;
Putney,
Des Moines K P, S. VV. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron
Northwestern at
next Republican protective tariff was
j
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thr
Western League.
Claire.
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Ravado
enacted.
Won Lost Per Ct. Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
and Red Lakes, N. M.
M. O'Neill, Cerrillos; A. S. ThompUte Park, N. M. is depot fortlie following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora.
19
24
.558 Co., maps and prices at Charles E
Now. let us see where this territory Wichita
son, Los Angeles; D. E. Evans, Tularo-sa- ;
Baldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizibethtown. Lobo, Questa, Ranclios de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
19
.548 Michael, Real Estate.
would stand under Democratic free Sioux City
.....23
William
Grutsch,
Denver;
Clyde
'Daily. fKlag, t Daily except Sunday
I
not
the
20
have
24
hand,
.545
at
trade.
Denver
figures
Smith, Durango.
J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
19
20
but
.513
22,000,000 St. Joseph
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Exsuppose we grow
Gregg's.
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
22
20
.476 perience unnecessary. Sel! our brands
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Lancaster, Tulsa, pounds of wool at the low price of Lincoln
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
Ratjn, N. M.
24
.467 to the rettail Lrade.
21
Big pay. Write
Okla., Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Kerr, Okla- 14 cents per pound, that would bring Des Moines
an
into
the
$2,800,000
23
.465 for full particulars at once. Globe
20
per
KanA.
L.
D.
territory
Omaha
J.
White,
homa;
Parrish,
16
22
.421 Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
sas City; G. G. Shanklin, St. Louis; num, every dollar of which would he Topeka
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
Smith H. Simpson, Taos; William spent among our people and every
to us,
WANTED Men at Los Angeles. No
Evans, El Paso; James Young, Estan- dollar of that sum would be lost
under Democratic free trade. Can we
National League.
cia.
expense to learn trade of electricity,
afford to lose all this money merely
Coronado.
automobiles, plumbing, bricklaying by
Pittsburg at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Boston.
Edward to gratify the Democrats? But I have
A. Dixon Albuquerque;
actual work on contract jobs. Only
seen the question asked in free trade
few months required; 200 students last
Chicago at New York.
Walker, Dixon; M. Wasserman, ChiIf protection is so beneficial
papers:
B.
St.
at
Iouis
J.
J.
year.
Brooklyn.
Catalogue free. United Trade
Glicker,
Albuquerque;
cago;
to wool growers, why is wool so low?
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
American League.
Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.
Spadden, F. Halliday, Estancia; A. B.
It is very easy to ask such questions
Love, Albuquerque.
Douglas and all Points in New
of people who probably give little at
Washington at Chicago.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
tention to the matter but here is one
TYPEWRITERS
at St. Louis.
Philadelphia
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
reason, and as it is given by the New
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired.
Boston at Cleveland.
New
York Wrorld, Democrats will hardly
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies
New York at Detroit.
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Typewriters sold, exchanged and rented
dispute it. Says the World'.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Free Wool and Its Consequences.
Standard makes handled. All repair work
"Cotton, either alone or mixed with
El
&
and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe
Mr. Editor:
The election of Mr. wool, has largely supplemented wool
National League.
Typewriter Exchange
Foss, a Democrat, in a strong Repub- as the material of a great number of
Chicago 5; Philadelphia 4.
was fabrics. There are important increaslican district in Massachusetts,
Cincinnati 7; Brooklyn 5.
otherwise, of the continuance of exgreeted witlh great pleasure by Demo- es in the silk yarn used and in the
New York 5; St. Louis 4.
I may
ploration in high latitudes.
crats in New Mexico, as well as else- yarn of jute, ramie, and other vegePittsburg 7; Boston 6.
say, he writes, that. I am one of
where and that gentleman to show table fibres."
American League.
those who have always held the opin-- !
his gratitude to his admirers has (in
That means that these fibres are
3; Boston 0.
Chicago
ion that we should not rest satisfied
with other prominent
conjunction
For Rates and full information address
Tie game Cleveland and Philadel- so long as there was
largely displacing wool, which used
s
any portion of
in the House of Repre- to be used almost exclusively, in the
phia.
, our
globe, however small, that re
sentatives) declared for the total manufacture of woolen clotJhs. Another
1.
A. FOX,
Washington 7; Detroit
mained unexplored; in other words,,
abolition of duty on foreign wools. specious argument urged by DemoWestern League.
that there should be no "unknown
cause
considerable
will
this
Probably
A.
crats is the great freight paid on forarea" marked on our maps!
Wichita 9 ; Topeka 1.
wool
Democratic
our
among
chagrin
small
as
the
wool
against
El Paso Texas.
eign
Lincoln.
Omaha
Tie
and
.if
such
game
are
there
perany
growers,
freight paid on the home article, and Des Moines 3,
sons among us. A glance at the past say
10; Sioux City 10, 6.
Notice of Restoration of Public Lands to
they that ought to be enough
Settlement and entry. Department of the
and present condition of the wool and protection. It does not need much inPacific Coast League.
Interior, enerl Land Office, Washington,
woolen industries may be instructive telligence to say that it is a notorious
I). 0 May 31. 1910. Notice is hereby given
Sacramento 7; Vernon. 3.
that the public lands in the following
desto your readers. It will not be dis- fact that, ocean freight is immensely
Oakland 10; San Francisco 7.
cribed areas which were excluded from the
Peeos
New Mexico, by proNational
Forest.
puted that the American people wear cheaper than railroad freight, and it
2.
Los
Portland 3;
Angeles
clamation of the President dated April 20,
more and better woolen clothing than is stated that a ton of wool from Ar1910. 1f not otherwise withdrawn,
reserved,
American Association.
we
on
and
or
will by authority of the
other
any
people
earth,
appropriated,
gentine would cost less than a ton
of
be
the
Interior
1.
to the
restored
Toledo
Secretary
Minneapolis 0;
must either grow and manufacture from New Mexico to die Atlantic
public domain on August 15 1910, and bej this clothing
Kansas City 5; Louisville 2.
come subject to settlement on and after that
or let foreign peoples do coast. And when the Panama canal
but not to entry, filingor selection unMilwaukee - Columbus
it for us. The sagacious expression is completed, which it will be in a
game post- date,
til on and after September 14 1910, under the
usual restrictions, at the United States Land
of the great Lincoln in giving his short time, the freight of Australian poned; rain.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico; In T. 18.
Southern League.
opinion on the tariff, is as true today wool will be reduced nearly
R. 9. that part of Sees. 1, 12, 13 and 24 East
of
as it was' when he gave utterance to
wool
Grant, and that part of the N. E. 'A Sec. 25
our
growers
Another difficulty
Chattanooga 3; Montgomery 5.
North ami East of Grants: In T. 18, R. 10,
it. Said he:
have to contend witn is, the rapid deSees. 5 to 8, inclusive, Sees. 17,18, and that
Nashville 0; Mobile 9.
part of 19, 20 and 30 North of Grant ; in T, 19,
"If an American buys a hundred crease of the iranges they used to herd Atlanta 6; Birmingham 4.
R. 10. Sees. 4. 5, and that part of 6 and 7 not
dollars worth of steel in England, he over. On the whole the outlook of the
in Grant Sees, 8 and 9; that prtof the West
of T 20, R. 10 not in Grants; the West
gets the steel and England gets the wool industry in the west is anything WHY WE HUNT FOR THE POLES. half
half of T.21, R 10; In T. 22, K.10, that part of
the
Oh, but say
Sees. 31,32 and 33 South of Grant; all North
hundred dollars but if he buys the but encouraging.
East, New Mexico Principal Meridian.
same amount of steel in America, he Democrats: "See how cheap free trade
Admiral Sir A. H. Markham, who and
is hereby expressly given that no
Warning
it?
Here
will
was commander of the Alert expedi- person will be permitted to gain or exercise
gets the steel and his own country will make clothing, but
right whatever under any settlement
TO
is a case in point in an hour of tion in 1875-7gets the hundred dollars."
and who has written any
or occupation begun after April 20, 1910, and
to
clamor,
popular
several books on the subject of Polar prior toAuustl5, 1910, and all such settleThere is the entire matter in a nut- weakness yielding
ment or occupation is hereby forbidden. S,
in
Congress
the
party
Republican
shell. It has always been wonderful
research, answers in the July Strand v
Assistant Commissioner of the
on
hides,
' a,n?.of?c'?; Approved m ay 27, 1910
the
foreign
abolished
duty
the question of the utility, practical or "?"ei?'
to me how any American can support
retnrn
K
KRAfr
PI
First Assistant
a,ld
KRCK,
We
Embudo
$2.65
the former method but there are and what has been the result?
of the Interior.
on
the
amount
former
of
the
duty
lost
such Americans, and the misery of it
"
Tres Piedras
4.55
is that no amount of the bitter ex- foreign hides and I do not believe
of
times can sihow that the most persistent advocate
perience of free-trad- e
CHEAP ROUND TRIP
"
of
Antonito
6.30
them the error of their ideas. Accord- free hides will assert that the price
has decreased a cent per pair,
ing to the "World Almanac" of 1909, shoes
"
RATES
Chama
9.50
the United States produced 291,783,-03- and many other instances of the same
cited.
can
be
kind
an
of
with
wool;
approxipounds
!In
A. L. MORRISON.
TO ALL POINTS VIA
WagonWheel Gap ieaC 10.70
mate population of 90,000,000;
the
370,000,
Argentine Republic produced
000 pounds of wool, with a population
INSTITUTE NOTES
of about 5,000,000; Australia produced
480,000,000 pounds, with a very small
At the close of the afternoon sespopulation; Uruguay produced 96,000,-00Effective June 2nd, 1910
sion
Wednesday the institute was
pounds with a population of about
700,000. It goes without saying that agreeably surprised by a visit from
ATLANTIC CITY $74 05
considering the enormous clip and the Supt. Clark and Prof. Roberts, presiF. H. MoBRIDE, AGENT.
small population, the greatest part of dent of the Normal University of East
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gasoline engine and the deed is done. Like Fred, what hair he has left has
minute a sunset hue, and like Fred he has
Wo than 1 Rnn ira una
r 72 hours steady pull and John a twinkle in his eye and a sense of
Hund s well lowers not. The land the humorous certainly good for the
wells and

established
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No

4

20 to 60c a dz
Sa,ve 1 da wrappers from our Oranges serd
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago Hi., ard get a nice
Silver 'Plated Orange Spoon.

ORANGES

6--

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every ctty, picked ripe shipped on ict, lice
flavor 15c. Everything tre maiktt floras in
fc

PtaE 1.

.4.

F. ANDREWS

1

j
j

j

CO-ED- S

GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a dz

10, 1910.

NO HATCHERY FOR SANTA FE.
til two years ago when his health failed him and he went to Long Beach' to
I Continued
from Page One.)
recuperate, Mr. Borradaile enjoyed
life to the fullest extent, being hale
(Continued From Hage two.)
and hearty. Possessed of a happy and Acting District Attorney Charles C
'
Watermelons 3
pound. Cantaoptimistic disposition, with a smile for Catron and Court Stenographer Mrs.
everyone he met, Mr. Borradaile scat- G. F. McNitt will leave tomorrow for
loupes 10c and 15c. P. Andrews.
tered the seeds of sunshine and happi- Tierra Amarilla, to open and ho'd
Convict No. 79sj and A Prince Worth WILL OXFORD
ness
wherever he went and in turn the regular district court term for
will also be reproduced at the Elks'
UNDERSTAND "AMERICAN."
was
universally liked by all those for- Rio Arriba county.
toniirht. They are good.
i
tunate
enough to receive his friend- MAKING
Watermelons Here From Texas
News of Foreign Pupils in ArchaeolTRIP OVER
ship.
Among the 'visitors" in the city toogy Raises Interesting Question
SANTA FE TRAIL.
Mr. Borsmall
a
boy,
When
quite
in Santa Fe.
which
day were many watermelons
John
father,
radaile
accompanied
which arrived here from Texas and
Kansas City, Mo., June 10 There's
Borradaile, from Haddenfield, to Wilwill be sold on San Francisco street.
.MciiiDers oi we American scnooi oi
no stopping of the pathfiender for the
The
elder
Pa.
county,
Wayne
Musk melons from California, raised Archaeology were much interested in liamson,
Borradaile became interested in poli- Kansas City Star Trophies Tour which
below sea level, were also arrivals the news given them today by a
was elected sheriff of the left for Santa Fe, N. M. The big car
of the New Mexican that an tics and
here and attracted attention.
county, and also engaged extensively ii carrying three passengers W. G.
..Mirror of Fortune will make you Oxford L'niversity girl was on her way in the cattle business. Many times Whitcomb, official pathfinder for the
laugh. See your finish at the Elks' here to study American archaeology. the younger Borradaile drove a bunch Automobile Club of Kansas City, and
theatre tonight through the mirror of It was stated on good authority that of cattle across the then sparsely set- two representatives of The Star. f
as long ago as December 1909 Director
fortune.
The largest towns in Kansas at
Williamson to Phila communica- tled country, from
which the pathfinders will stop on the
Strikes Cold Weather Prof. J. A. E. L. Hewett received
adelphia.
tion from Oxford that two young
Wood, superintendent of the high
Young Mr. Borradaile became inter- tri to Santa Fe are Olathe, Ottawa,
ladies
attending that institution wish- ested
school, says that for the first time in
in fraternal organizations during Emporia, Newton, Hutchinson, Lyons,
summer
his life he found Kansas colder in ed to come here during the
life and joined the Odd Fel- Great Bend, Larned, Kinsley, Dodgi;
earlier
his
Their
summer school work.
June than Santa Fe. Mr. Wood has to take
1848
and the Masons in 18G5. City, Garden City and Syracuse.
in
lows
s
intention, it seems, is to study the
The pathfinders are traveling on no
from
returned
Winfleld,
Kan.,
west and settled at El
came
1880
just
lie
cliff dwellings where it is said In
where he attended the
for a number of years he schedule, but the intention is to rewhere
Paso,
of the founding of Southwest Col- the school will open for the summer was engaged in active business. While turn to Kansas City not later than
in July. The exact date or plans
he assisted in the organ- June 26, which allows two weeks and
lege. Mr. Wood delivered two ad- early
will
be announced, upon the in El Paso
probably
dresses at the exercises which were
journey,
ization
and was a charter member of four days for the
return of Director Hewett who is exan average of 122 miles a day. The
largely attended. "Kansas is going to
Templar.
El
Paso
the
Knights
to arrive in Santa Fe today or
the
have an enormous wheat crop," said pected
Mr. Borradaile later moved to Albu- car will be greatly hampered
the professor this afternoon, "but it is tomorrow.
to be near his son and lived first two days, as the roads are re-- I
querque
Much speculation as to the kind of
two weeks late. The weather in Kanhere eight years before leaving for ported soggy and treacherous. But
on tbf level, dry highways of western
sas is very cool, in fact much cooler English the Oxford girls will talk is' California to recuperate his health.
than the proverbial cool weather ot rife. It is known that Prof. J. Nelson
The body will be brought to Albu- Kansas and New Mexico the car easi
this exalted, mountainous region." Re- Fraser, a graduate of Oxford, and now querque for burial and announcement ly will average thirty miles an hour,
and its rated maximum speed is sevports received from northern New head of the Normal school in Bombay, of the funeral will be made later.
York and other parts of the country India, was far from "well versed" in
enty miles an hour.
From Kansas City to Santa Fe, N.
where June is usually warm indicate the American language and did not
NOTES
M.., the pathfinders will follow genthat Kansas weather holds sway else- know what was meant by: "Did PERSONAL NEWS
CITY.
WINDY
FROM
where. "Just Roosevelt luck, to strike you make a 'date' to dine." He was
erally the old Santa Fe trail, which
run was suggested to the Automobile
New York in a cool wave" said a also nonplussed by other American,
Ben-10.
E.
N.
M., June
Deming,
Club by R. H. Collins, southwestern
Roosevelt admirer today. The resi- isms or American slang such as "I am
of the Harvey
of the Buick Motor Comdents of New York City will of course tickled to death," and "I want what is janxin, superintendent
manager
Ford
and
"of
eating houses,
welcome cool weather during their coming to me.'" On his part Mr. system
pany.
be in Deming tomorrow
From Santa Fe the tourists will
celebration in honor of the Rough Fraser contributed a few useful Eng- Harvey, will
the
vilHarvey house at this "countermarch"
a
inspecting
"I
as
have
lish
such
expressions
Rider colonel.
through Las "Vegas,
lainous cough," and "the weather is place.
N. M., Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
E
Sadler-anto
Attend
Funeral
G.
wife
M.
left
Company
yesterday
fiendishly cold."
to La Junta, where the way will
for Denver and Kansas City, for sev- Colo.,
Captain A. P. Hill of Company E, New
over
be
the new Santa Fe trail to its
Mexico National
Guard, announced JOHN BORRADAILE
eral months' vacation.
terminus.
Pueblo, Colorado Springs,
this afternoon
that the members of
A. W. Pollard, district attorney for
DEAD IN CALIFORNIA.
and Denver are other points and from
the company will attend in a body the
Luna county, went to Hillsboro last
Denver the route layers will return
services at the funeral of Mr. Lujan Died at
night on legal business.
Age of EightySeven
Ripe
to Kansas City by way of Sharon
who was killed in Albuquerque while
Harry Graham died Wednesday Springs, Hays
For Eight Years Was a Resident
City, Salina, Abilene,
to
board a train. The
attempting
of Albuquerque.
Junction City and Topeka.
services will be held at 6 o'clock tomorrow morning at the Cathedral. InCALL FOR BIDS.
Albuquerque, N. M., June 10.
terment will be made in Rosario cemeTHE EDUCATED CHINAMAN.
Major John H. Borradaile, the well
be received by the Board
Bids
will
of
the Wagner known real estate broker, reecived a
tery. ManagerHanson
Education of the City of Santa Fe
To the ordinary Chinaman one talks
undertaking establishment will have telegram yesterday from Long Beach, of
for
the painting of the outside wood
but it is not always
of
the
funeral arrangements.
charge
Calif., announcing the death of his work of the
school building and possible to know who is an ordinary
high
Mr. Linney Goes to Washington
father, John Borradaile, which occur- the Second Wara scnooi building be- Chinaman.
I was once in Shanghai
Charles E. Linney, director of the red there yesterday morning. For fore the 4th
of July, 1910.
saw
and
day
two
English sailors who
local weather bureau has been sum- many years Mr. Borradaile was an ac- ' Bids will also be received by the
wanted to be directed to the quay.
moned to Washington by Chief Willis tive factor in the upbuilding of the Board of Education of the
City of One of them said: "Here, ask that old
L. Moore to do special detail work for southwest, having been engaged in Santa
for pebble dashing the Sec- chink walking along there." So the
Fe,
instruction in forecasting. Mr. Lin- business in Albuquerque, El Paso, and ond Ward school building, before the other went
up to a
ney will leave this afternoon and will other places, and the news of his 4th day of July, 1910.
Chinaman and said, "Hi, Johnnie, you
be gone probably three to four weeks. death will be received with much
All bids to be addressed to the un- tellee me
which way velly
He will visit New York City, Baltiby many old timers in this sec- dersigned.
water is?" The Chinaman stared
good
more and Chicago either on his, way to tion.
The hoard reserves the right to re- at him in cold scorn. "If," he said,
Washington or returning. It is thought .Mr. Borradaile reached te ripe old ject any or all bids.
"you will speak to me in proper Engthis summons to Washington means agg of 87 years, having been born in
DR. J. H. SLOAN,
I will answer you!" Warren
lish
that Mr. Linney may later he offered Haddenfield, N. J., April 14, 1825. Un- Bell in the July Strand.
Chairman Building Committee.

a post as forecaster with the weather
bureau. There is no forecaster in San- at-- j
d Fe. ibis prophetical work being
tended to in Denver. While away 3.
3. Sloan will have charge of the local
bureau.
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quarter-centenni-

SPECIAL
SALE

Ae

LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES

SPECIAL
SALE

have just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
i

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THSM

ADOLF

SELIGiAN DRY GOODS

CO

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

of building material.

YRDON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Retj Phone 100

Phone Red 100

2,200-mile- s

pidgin-Englis-
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HACK SERVICE
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Buggies and Saddle Horses
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COO
Our Toggery Department is full of cool
wearables for these hot, swellteringdays.
Every man that is introduced to our
sort of Haberdashery always keeps up
the friendship. - COOL STRAW HATS in all the latest
styles, Panamas and Leghorns Some
snappy fancy band numbers for swell
young men who want the thing. - COOL NEGLIGEE SHIRTS m many
handsome patterns.

Smart!
j

Snappy!
Different!

,

COME, SEE!

1T?

FIT?

IT

fl

FIT

ura

tin

You
BEAUTIES IN NECKWEAR.
find here, Sir, neckwear of refinement
that is so different from the ordinary.
UNION UNDERWEAR man will find
underwear here that will fill his minds
eye. Mercerized and Elastic knit for
Summer. All sizes.
CHOICE HOSIERY, and young men,
who appreciate Smart Hosiery for their
Oxfords, can find what they want here.

Guaranteed Hosiery.

-

We can't begin to tell you of t e exclusive and
rich Summer Toggery, we are now showing.
The Store

Santa Fe,

of Quality

New Mexico

-

-

